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Chambers and Marks Announce New Joint Venture: The Producers Group
Bob Chambers and Edward Marks are pleased to announce the development of their new joint venture, The
Producers Group. Joining Bob and Edward is Don Burgess to round out the team.
“I am both proud and excited to be associated with talented individuals such as Edward Marks and Don Burgess.
The members of this group have been the secret weapons on hundreds of projects worldwide,” commented Bob
Chambers, Executive Producer & Co- CEO, The Producers Group.
“Bob and I wanted to retain the ideals that brought projects to us in the past - Getting The Job Done, period.
Companies have put their faith in our ability to assist them in overseeing and managing their projects while
maintaining the creative and philosophical intent of the original concept. We are experts in international projects.
We have the resources and know how to produce projects overseas,” stated, Edward Marks, Executive Producer
& Co-CEO, TPG.
Chambers and Marks each have over 25 years of experience in the entertainment industry. Between the two of
them, their client portfolio includes industry giants, Universal Studios, Walt Disney Company, Busch
Entertainment Corp., Warner Bros. Movie World Madrid, Six Flags and Paramount Parks and Marvel Theme
Park in Dubai.
The principals of the Producers Group are proud to have been on THEA award winning projects including,
Simpsons Ride; Terminator 2 – 3D; Beyond All Boundaries at the World War II Museum; Ashes and Snow at the
Nomadic Museum; Men in Black Ride: Revenge of the Mummy Ride, Fear Factor Live and New York – New
York Hotel & Casino.
Their most recent project, Crane Dance for Resorts World Sentosa Singapore, created by Jeremy Railton and
Entertainment Design Corporation is a goundbreaking audio and visual spectacular played out through dazzling
light and water effects. Marks served as Producer and Project Director, while Chambers was Senior Technical
Director.
The Producers Group is pleased to have Don Burgess on board as a producer. Don brings his expertise in the field
of project management.
Don Burgess has conceived and produced thousands live productions over a twenty-five year career that includes
work on many continents in every imaginable venue. His reputation for building production teams while at the
same time understanding, prioritizing and implementing fiscal responsibility has made him one of the most
respected and sought after entertainment producers working today. Don’s portfolio includes, live productions for
such companies as Universal Studios, MGM Studios, Paramount Studios, MTV, Six Flags and Walt Disney
Entertainment. Don has put to use his extensive experience with state-of-the-art stunt and special effects to craft
world-class productions and event spectaculars.

The Producers Group is a unique, creative, and experienced group of entertainment professionals, who have
successfully worked together to provide services for entertainment projects around the world. Their combined
theme park experience totals over half a century of experience, with the development and production of hundreds
of attractions, casino and museum projects. They have provided creative expertise which has guided these projects
from concept creation to master planning, and show design, through schematic design, design development, into
bid packaging, analysis and award, into construction drawings, software/media design and production, and on-site
installation right up to opening day.
For more information on The Producers Group, please visit our website:
www.Producers-Group.com
Or
Andrew Rubio, Marketing Manager at 818-334-2829/ andrew.rubio@producers-group.com
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